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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
As a robotics pioneer, the KUKA Robot Group is one of the leading suppliers of industrial robotics. KUKA today offers a uniquely wide range of
industrial robots and robot systems, covering all common payload categories and robot types. This means that KUKA always offers you the robot that
is exactly customized for your application and industry, for example six-axis robots of all sizes, palletizers, gantry robots, cleanroom robots, robots
made of stainless steel, heat-resistant robots, SCARA robots or welding robots. For standard or shelf-mounted robots and heavy-duty versions,
mounting is possible on the floor or on the ceiling, making them multifunctional and flexible. The modular structure of KUKA robots means they can
quickly and easily be reconfigured for other tasks.

All robots operate with a dependable PC-based control platform. This PC-based robot controller (KR C) allows you to use all the advantages of PC
technology, such as remote diagnosis, Microsoft Windows interface, field bus, Soft PLC, OPC Server and much more. The standards set here by
KUKA have convinced robot users worldwide and have made KUKA a world leader in the field of industrial robots with PC-based controllers. Our robot
product range is complemented by task-related additional applications and by so-called hub technologies, based on the intelligent networking of
controllers. Irrespective of the individual technologies involved, KUKA´s product portfolio is characterized by an integrated system philosophy, top
safety and reliability, a uniform look and feel, common operator control devices, and consistent maintenance and upgrade concepts. Finally, our
international network of qualified system partners, robot integrators and system builders from the widest variety of industries serves to guarantee a
robot solution, or a complete solution, that is exactly tailored to your requirements. We offer practical assistance in the implementation of your
automation projects
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Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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